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The Word Around the Clubs
BBC Radio Plays
Peter Read writes that the BBC is about to release a complete
collection of Jeeves and Wooster radio plays starring Michael
Hordern as Jeeves and our own Richard Briers as Bertie Wooster.
The boxed set includes The Code of the Woosters; The Inimitable
Jeeves; Jeeves and the Feudal Spirit; Joy in the Morning; Right
Ho, Jeeves; and Stiff Upper Lip, Jeeves. The collection will be
released on October 7 at a price of £57.99 and can be pre-ordered
through the BBC’s website bbcshop.com. 

Bollinger Everyman Winner
This year’s winner of the Bolllinger Everyman Wodehouse Prize
for comic writing has gone to Geoff Dyer, author of Jeff in Venice,
Death in Varanasi, published by Pantheon.

Pigs in the News Times Three
(1) An editorial in the August 15 Guardian on the role of pigs in the
present fashion for home farming sang their praises as intelligent and
responsive, good at football and racing. “A DIY store,” it added, “is
proposing to stock pig arcs, the name now given to the bijou residence
where the Empress of Blandings once lived.” The editorial concluded,
“To dwell on their less noble qualities is to fail to appreciate the
‘wonderful, magical animals’ that Homer Simpson in Springfield as
well as Lord Emsworth at Blandings Castle came to love.”

(2) In March a BBC News report described how “a former Royal
Marine commando put his military training to use as police were
called to deal with a large black pig running amok in a Kent seaside
town.” It seems somebody had let six-month-old Pepper loose, and a
merry chase ensued that ultimately resulted in the former commando
(now a PC) cornering it in an alley. Pepper stayed the night at the
police station before returning home, no worse for the wear.

(3) Several members spotted this in a Times Online article of
September 24, 2008: “In Australia pigs really can fly – and they have
to do it four times a day in front of an audience of hundreds.” The
Royal Melbourne Show, an agricultural fair, features not only pig
racing but pig diving. “The performing pigs last only one season in the
troupe, although the royal show makes no official mention of their
fate. With names such as Ham Bone, Bacon Bone and Miss Porky
Chop, their final destination might not be too difficult to guess.”

Priests, Parishes, and Placenames
Murray Hedgcock writes: I derive much entertainment from monitoring the regular ‘Appointments in the Clergy’
recorded in the Daily Telegraph, bringing happy reminders of The Great Sermon Handicap and other clerical detail
in Wodehouse. On June 24 the appointments included:

The Rev. David Pickering, assistant curate Hornchurch Holy Cross (Diocese of Chelmsford) to be priest-in-
charge Fyfield with Tubney and Kingston Bagpuize (Oxford).

The Rev. Paula Robinson, rector, Calvary Episcopal Church, Columbia (Missouri, Episcopal Church) to be
priest-in-charge Healaugh with Wighill, Bilbrough and Askham Richard; priest-in-charge Long Marston; priest-in-
charge Rufforth with Moor Monkton and Hessay; and priest-in-charge Tockwith and Bilton with Bickerton (York).

The Rev. Jennifer Seggar, ordained local minister, Bildeston with Wattisham and Lindsey; Whatfield with
Semer, Nedging and Naughton (St. Edmunds and Ipswich) to be assistant curate Sudbury and Chilton (same
diocese). 

(This is a splendid example of England’s wonderful placenames, in which Wodehouse took such joy. –Ed.)

A Letter to the Editor
by Alan Hall

I do agree with the comments of Tim
Andrew (Wooster Sauce, March 2009)

that Wodehouse adaptations on the screen
invariably disappoint when compared to
the original writings. However, I fear I
must take exception with him if he really
thinks the Fry/Laurie Jeeves and Wooster
series comes close to the originals. He
obviously hasn’t studied the psychology
of the individual.

Whilst I much enjoy this series – the
casting of the supporting characters was
superb – the late Clive Exton did make
Stephen Fry say some most un-Jeevesian
remarks and sometimes behave
completely out of character. The ship-
board scene in, I believe, the final episode
where Jeeves escorts his young master
over the side is pure ‘apple sauce’.

It does sometimes seem that Mr
Exton was writing more with Stephen Fry
in mind than Jeeves. Why on earth, in
‘Jeeves Gives His Notice’, change the
banjo for a trombone? Plum knew that the
banjo was a humorous instrument; there is
a legion of jokes about the banjo but I
can’t think of one about the staid and
sober trombone.

Of all the screen versions of
Wodehouse that I have seen, the one that
comes nearest to the spirit of the originals,
to my mind, is the splendid Wodehouse
Playhouse series featuring John Alderton
and Pauline Collins. Of course, this is a
very subjective matter as we all have our
own mental images of the characters
Plum created. One man’s Jeeves is
another man’s Dennis Price.
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liked it. In fact, the author does not (as far as I can
tell – a serious failing of the book is that there is no
index) mention any of Plum’s three brothers in the
entire book – it is as though he is unaware of their
existence.

The book has other important omissions. The
lack of an index makes it impossible to check, but on
first reading I found no mention of the golf stories,
the Mulliner stories, or the Drones Club stories, all
important strands of his work. It was Wodehouse’s
own prowess at golf (or lack of it) that enabled him
to write more than 30 stories acknowledged to be
amongst the best of golf fiction. Right within the
scope of the book’s purpose, one might think. His
work in the straight theatre is dismissed, wrongly, as
“never successful”. Discussion of the importance to
his fiction of his work in the theatre as a whole is
restricted to a few paragraphs about A Damsel in
Distress; and although there is a short chapter about
his time in Hollywood, there is no attempt to draw
links between that and the fiction he based on it.

The second part of the book consists of almost
300 entertaining quotations from Wodehouse’s
fiction – but without a single reference to their
sources. Surely one purpose of such extensive
extracts is to encourage the reader to read the
relevant story or chapter to understand and enjoy the
context.

So to return to my question – for whom is the
book written? Wodehouse aficionados will not find
anything new in it, despite the hopes expressed in the
preface. It is obviously not written for a student – the
lack of an index and the lack of sources for
quotations would make this a quite unusable book.
Neither can the author specifically be trying to
encourage new readers to the oeuvre. Apart from the
highly selective range of books referred to in the text,
his appendix entitled ‘The Books of P G Wodehouse’
lists fewer than half Wodehouse’s output, does not
even include all the Jeeves and Wooster and
Blandings stories, and for some eccentric reason
omits every book published after about 1951!

The book was written with much affection to
record for posterity the personal enjoyment Mark
Hichens evidently gets from Wodehouse’s writings,
rather than as a commercial venture. Wodehouse
once expressed the sentiment that he sometimes
believed books should be published in an edition of
one for the author to read and reread with pride.
Maybe the rationale for this book has a hidden
agenda. 

The Inimitable P G Wodehouse, by Mark Hichens, is
published by the Book Guild and sells for £12.99 plus
P&P through their website, www.bookguild.co.uk; by
phone from Vine House, 01825 767396; or on
Amazon.co.uk. 

Mike Jackson, RIP
by Patrick Kidd

Editor’s note: Patrick published the following tribute
to Gold Bats player Mike Jackson, who died on 26
June, in his Times Online blog of July 1, 2009, and it is
reprinted here with his kind permission. Our team’s
annual charity match at Audley End in August was
played in Mike’s memory, with half of the proceeds
going to Mike’s favourite charity, Sue Ryder Care St
John’s. Any Society member who would like to make a
contribution in Mike’s name can make the cheque out
to Sue Ryder Care and send it to Bob Miller, One Old
School Field, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 7HU.

The King of Pop was not the only Michael Jackson
to pass away last week. Sad news reached me

today that Mike Jackson, No 3 bat for the PG
Wodehouse Society cricket team, lost his battle with
lung cancer last Friday. 

Regular readers will recall that I often play for and
against the Wodehouse Soc, whose cricket team are
called the Gold Bats after a 1904 novel by Wodehouse.
Mike was a valuable member of the team, a fine
batsman and talented footballer in his youth and a
lovely man to have in the dressing room. 

It helped that he could play cricket as well as
anyone in the team, but Mike would have been in
every XI regardless of talent because of his name.
When Bob Miller, the Gold Bats captain, first met
Mike, he was astonished to discover that he shared a
name with one of Wodehouse’s most famous
characters, who made his debut in literature precisely a
century ago.

Mike Jackson is the sidekick of Psmith, the
monocle-wearing dandy, and one of the illustrious
Jackson brothers, who are trained by a cricket pro
called Saunders during their school holidays and go on
to play county cricket. Mike, the youngest, is unable to
go to Cambridge – and thence to the England team? –
because of a collapse in the family finances, so he has
to take a job in a bank. In one memorable story, he
bunks off work to go and play at Lord’s because his
brother’s team is a man short. How could his namesake
not be an automatic selection for the Gold Bats?

He had been ill for some time but although
he did not feel strong enough to play in last year’s
charity match at Audley End between the Gold Bats
and my Kirby Strollers side, Mike still came to umpire
the fixture. I remember the last thing he said to me was
after I took three wickets in that match: “What’s
happened to your game? You were hopeless last time I
saw you bowl.” Some days you get lucky; some days,
alas, you receive the finger from the eternal umpire.
Mike will be much missed.
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If only these blighters would realise that I
started writing about Bertie Wooster and comic
earls because I was in America and couldn’t
write American stories and the only English
characters the American public would read about
were exaggerated dudes. It’s as simple as that.

Although his biographer, Frances Donaldson,
considered Wodehouse an unreliable source of
information about himself, I’ve no doubt he told it as it
was to Mackail about the genesis of his comic
masterpieces. However, I am not convinced that it was
“as simple as that” or, at any rate, that it remained as
simple as that.

I owe a debt to Murray Hedgcock, a distinguished
Australian expatriate journalist and prominent member of
the U.K. Wodehouse Society, for directing me to
evidence of Wodehouse’s role in entrenching and
strengthening the American stereotype of class-ridden
English society. From official documents made public in
2002, the BBC broadcast the revelation that Wodehouse
had been proposed as a Companion of Honour in 1967
but that the British Ambassador to Washington, Sir
Patrick Deane, had opposed it, partly on the grounds of
controversial but innocuous broadcasts Wodehouse had
made while an internee in Germany but also because “the
award of this high honour would give currency to a
Bertie Wooster image of the British character which we
are doing our best to eradicate”.

Later, in 1971, when Wodehouse was being
considered for a knighthood, eventually conferred in
1975, the Foreign Office again stood in the way, on the
grounds that Wodehouse, having become an American
citizen, would only be entitled to honours for some
service to British interests. An official, unable to
suppress the prat within, minuted the opinion that “the
fact that Mr Wodehouse writes in English can scarcely be
held to constitute services to this country”. 

That Westminister mandarins attributed to frivolous
works of fiction such power to give the wrong
impression is remarkable. It indicates a suspicion on their
part that Wodehouse’s work had been infiltrated by some
alien, un-English cultural influence. Sir Humphrey was,
as usual, right on the ball. 

One shouldn’t make too much of Wodehouse’s
notorious inability to get straight the timetables of trains
running between Paddington and Market Blandings, but
there is a solid case to be made for his laying the
foundations of Blandings Castle in Shropshire and then
carrying the plans with him to America, where he
finished construction, in stages – with departure times
from Paddington increasingly irrelevant. Wodehouse
spent by far the greater part of his adult life outside
England, including the last 25 years on 17 wooded acres
identified by Herbert Wind in a New Yorker profile as
“Blandings Castle, Long Island”.

Wodehouse became enormously rich in America,
which he visited for the first time in 1904, earning as
much as $50,000 from the Saturday Evening Post,
writing lyrics for Jerome Kern’s songs in a succession of

Broadway musical hits and getting more than $100,000 a
year from Hollywood for doing practically nothing. His
American residences, suites in grand hotels, and a
penthouse on Park Avenue were all Blandings Castle as a
work in progress. Waugh would have been on the ball
with Sir Humphrey had he presented this American
Blandings as a paradise from which the British landed
gentry were specifically exiled. 

Those sceptical about the un-Englishness of
Blandings should take note of this passage in a 1930
letter from Wodehouse to Mackail:

I sometimes don’t get out of the garden for three
or four days at a time. . . . My days follow each
other in a regular procession. I get up, swim,
breakfast, work till two, swim again, work till
seven and the day is over. . . . It’s really rather
jolly. We go out very little.

This is the preferred routine of Lord Emsworth
(gardening and tending his Empress of Blandings) – but
Wodehouse was writing from Beverly Hills.

It is inconceivable that somebody as gifted and
intelligent as Wodehouse, spending so much time in
America, would not have moved through the
superficiality of American stereotypes to see class-ridden
English society as bizarre, inefficient, and intrinsically
undesirable. Too good-humoured for satire, Wodehouse
employed robust burlesque to describe the anomaly of
British class distinction in the 20th century. I’m not
convinced by assertions (by Orwell among others) that
Wodehouse viewed the England he left behind with
unqualified admiration and affection. Did his potty peers
and pampered Drones need to be quite as moronic as he
made them out to be? For his literary purposes, yes.

Jeeves is Wodehouse’s quintessential non-English
character, preposterous in his guise as an English valet,
as phony, in fact, as the many impostors at Blandings. No
English lower-class autodidact could have equipped
himself with the range of literary references with which
Jeeves swamps Bertie. No English gentleman’s
gentleman would blend so much dumb insolence with
bossiness towards his master. Jeeves’s arrogance in
keeping Bertie in the dark about most key plot
developments is not the behaviour of an English lackey.
Not to mention his letting Bertie go unattended to Cannes
because he, Jeeves, did not want to miss Ascot. Or his
Machiavellian manoeuvre of sending Bertie on a
purposeless 30-kilometre, night-time bicycle ride (Right
Ho, Jeeves) so that, in his absence, Jeeves could calm a
variety of house party feuds by focusing everybody’s
hatred on his employer.

I asked myself: what category of downtrodden but
subversive American Wodehouse was likely to have
observed during his expatriate years, low of status no
matter what their array of skills, often in forced
subservience to people vastly inferior in energy and
intelligence?

As a stereotype and imposter, I suppose Jeeves
passes muster as an Englishman, but when it comes to
soul, Jeeves is clearly a black American. 
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From The Herald, May 8
Writing about the Italian Open Golf Championship from
Turin, Douglas Lowe reported that all was gloom and
despondency for Colin Montgomerie as, shoulders slumped,
he scanned an appreciative gallery of just over a hundred. It
was one of those mornings, Lowe added, when “he was
liable, in the great P G Wodehouse phrase, to be distracted
by the uproar of the butterflies”.

From The Daily Telegraph, May 15
(from Carolyn de la Plain)
A letter from Dr Stevens published on a page of letters
about MPs’ expenses quoted Lord Ickenham in Cocktail
Time from 1958: “Have you ever been in the House of
Commons and taken a good square look at the inmates? As
weird a gaggle of freaks and sub-humans as was ever
collected in one spot. I wouldn’t mix with them for any
money you could offer me.” Dr Stevens then asked what he
would say now.

From The Daily Telegraph, May 20 (from Alan Hall)
An obituary of the author Alan Hackney mentioned his
contributions to Punch and noted that “A fellow contributor,
PG Wodehouse, told the editor that young Hackney’s
columns were one of the best reasons to buy the magazine”.

From Desert Island Discs, Radio 4, May 22
(from Bob Miller)
The actor Peter Sallis selected the collected works of P G
Wodehouse as his favourite book, saying he would like to
take “the whole lot” to the island.

From The Daily Telegraph, May 22
In an article scorning the prospects for the BNP in the spring
elections, Jasper Gerrard wrote, “We British have a far
cleverer weapon than outrage to deploy against the BNP, the
smart bomb all demagogues fear: laughter. It is why P G
Wodehouse depicted Spode, his Oswald Mosley caricature,
as a closet lingerie salesman.”

From DNA Sunday [Mumbai], May 24 (from N V Bhat)
Carried an article about the Blithe Spirits, a Wodehouse fan
club in Mumbai.

From East Fife Mail, May 27 (from Iain Anderson)
An item in a supplement on East Neuk, Scotland, says that
the name Anstruther probably derives from a Scots phrase
meaning ‘little stream’ and notes there is a character called
Mr Anstruther in a Wodehouse novel (actually a short story
– ‘Jeeves and the Love That Purifies’).

From Western Daily Press, June 1
(from Alexander Dainty)
Expressing disdain at the sight of men in shorts during the
summer, Helen Reid used as supporting evidence the fact
that Wodehouse had “invented a fascist organization known
as the Black Shorts, led by Roderick Spode. Say no more.”

From The Daily Star (New York), June 6
Writer Sam Pollak wrote an article ‘The worst thing we can
do in life is to give up’ after rereading a Wodehouse book
and realising “I’m a hack” and wanting to give up writing
for ever. “He’s so good. Every word is the exact perfect
word. Every nuance is amazing.”

From The Mail on Sunday, June 14 (from John Hodgson)
In his review of a new book on Marcus Aurelius, Society
patron Boris Johnson recalled how often the Roman
emperor was quoted by admirers, but noted Bertie
Wooster’s reaction to Jeeves’s quoting MA in The Mating
Season: “He said that, did he?” “Yes, sir.” “Well, you can
tell him from me he’s an ass.”

From The Stage, June 16
Reviewed Summer Lightning at Keswick (see page 12) with
such complimentary phrases as “Outstanding in its
theatrical complexity, extravagance and downright
silliness”, “Surely one of the funniest productions to be seen
anywhere” and “Mighty congratulations to all concerned”.

From Country Life, June 17 (from Jamie Jarrett)
An article on the late Lord Savile’s home in Yorkshire
quoted an obituary that had described Savile as “in some
respects one of the last of the P. G. Wodehouse landed-
gentry characters to inhabit the 21st century . . . charmingly
eccentric and every inch a gentleman”.

From Pioneer Press (Minnesota), June 18
Carried an article about The Wodehouse Society convention
held at St Paul (see pp.4-5).

From The Times, June 19
Quoted from Lord Byron “Like the measles, love is most
dangerous when it comes late in life”. (This sentiment has
been applied by Wodehouse to boyhood, in Uneasy Money,
ch17, and golf in ‘A Mixed Threesome’.)

From Daily Mail, June 22
In an interview, actress Kate O’Mara said that her cure for
depression was listening to J S Bach and reading
Wodehouse: “This got me through the break-up of my
second marriage. The great thing about Wodehouse is that
his books are full of romantic problems and yet so hilarious
that it puts things into perspective.”

From Times Online, June 24
Alice Fordham, a journalist working from Baghdad, wrote,
“I have been allowing myself a nightly Fry and Laurie
adaptation of Jeeves and Wooster which is also quite the
tonic. Without wishing to be a vile colonialist, one does
notice cultural differences here, and a dose of exaggerated
Britishness is somehow soothing.”

From The Mail on Sunday, June 27
(from John Hodgson and Stephen Payne)
Commenting on the proposal that London Underground
drivers will be reading quotations from gloomy writers,
Quentin Letts suggested if tube bosses had any gumption,
they would instead provide the drivers with “a book I
recently bought, The Wit and Wisdom of P G Wodehouse”,
with quotations such as “‘Yes,’ said Millicent, rather in the
tone of voice which Schopenhauer would have used when
announcing the discovery of a caterpillar in his salad.”

From The Times, June 27
Oliver Kamm wrote about the need for rules for the use of
language, and quoted Wodehouse as an early influence:
“Wodehouse wrote such pearls as Bertie Wooster’s
observation of the mood of Bingo Little. ‘The brow was

Recent Press Comment
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furrowed, the eye lacked that hearty sparkle, and the general
bearing and demeanour were those of a body discovered
after several days in water.’ Read Wodehouse and you
understand the difference between imagery and cliché.”

From The Times, June 27
Christina Hardyment enthusiastically recommended the
Uncle Fred in the Springtime audiobook read by Martin
Jarvis (reviewed in Wooster Sauce, June 2009).

From Sunday Times, June 28
Karen Robinson coincidentally expressed similar
enthusiasm in her collection of ‘perfect holiday listening’
for Jarvis’s recording of The Inimitable Jeeves (see p.23).

From The Times, July 4
Philip Howard’s Literary Quiz included the question
“Whose uncles included two Georges, two Percys, a
Reginald and a Clive?” The answer is Bertie Wooster.

From The Observer, July 5
A list of ‘The 50 best summer reads ever’ included PGW’s
French Leave. (The compiler added that if you couldn’t find
this out-of-print book, Jeeves and Wooster will provide
welcome holiday companions instead.)

From Quote . . . Unquote, Radio 4, July 6
The panel was unable to identify Kipling as the originator of
PGW’s “A woman is only a woman, but a frothing pint is a
drink”. (The Kipling version had been “ . . . but a good cigar
is a smoke”.)

From Daily Mail, July 10 (from Stephen Payne)
An item regarding a concert promoter being sued by the
Aberdeen Football Club for damage paraphrases
Wodehouse – “it’s never difficult to distinguish between an
Aberdonian with a grievance and a ray of sunshine.”

From Daily Telegraph Review, July 11 (from Alan Hall)
A review of Elinor Lipman’s The Family Man asks
plaintively, “Where is the PG Wodehouse of our time?”

From The Times, July 11
Philip Howard’s Literary Quiz included the question “Bertie
suspected that she had boxed for the University and
compared her laugh to squadrons of cavalry charging over
tin bridges”. The answer is Honoria Glossop.

From Liverpool Daily Post, July 11
Crime writer John Connolly named Wodehouse as one of
the non-crime-fiction authors whom he enjoys reading:
“There’s that joy and those firecrackers in his language.”

From The National Newspaper (Abu Dhabi), July 18
Ahmed Rizvi watched his first rugby match and was
reminded of PGW’s comment that the sport includes certain
actions which, if done elsewhere, would result in 14 days in
prison and some stern words from the bench.

From The Daily Telegraph, July 19
(from Larissa Saxby-Bridger)
In an article on the varied nature of proposals of marriage,
Nigel Farndale suggested that careful planning was unusual
for Englishmen, more typical being the Bertie Wooster
method of becoming engaged by accident or out of politeness.

From The Observer, July 19
Robert McCrum pointed out that from J M Barrie to Harold
Pinter, cricket has had a close relationship with literature,

and included Wodehouse alongside Samuel Beckett, Conan
Doyle, and others in the list.

From The Independent, July 20
Reporting on a dispute between golfers Colin Montgomerie
and Sandy Lyle, Dermot Gilleece commented that “In his
inimitable way, Wodehouse could see into a golfer’s soul
like few others of his craft. His famous observation that ‘in
no other walk of life does the cloven hoof so quickly display
itself’ highlighted his understanding of the frailties which
the game exposes in its practitioners.”

From Newsweek, July 20
Malcolm Jones described the late Frank McCourt as “one of
the greatest men I’ve ever interviewed”. In his long article
he quoted FM as saying, “We had nothing, no television, no
radio, nothing to get in the way. We read by the streetlight at
the top of the lane, and we acted out the stories. [My
brother] Malachy and I would do P G Wodehouse, still do.
But otherwise there was no secondhand material.”

From Saudi Gazette, July 22
In an article about the evolution of 20/20 cricket, the
reporter wrote about one aspect: “It is, as Jeeves would have
said, ‘a happy concatenation of circumstances’.”

From The Guardian, July 26
Arts and media correspondent Vanessa Thorpe wrote about
the launch of the book Bobbles and Plum (see page 25) at
Calders bookshop the previous day.

From Pakistan Observer, July 30
Khalid Saleem wrote an article about the perception that the
constant company of horses leaves an indelible mark on the
individual. His theme was to widen the idea to other
species, and quoted Wodehouse’s “He looked more like a
parrot than most parrots do”.

From The [San Francisco] Examiner, July 31
In an interview, folk singer Jesse Winchester said, “My
favourite writer is P G Wodehouse. He once said ‘Other
people get down in the dirt of life and talk about difficult
things, but I don’t do that. There’s no sex in my stories, no
death and war.’ And I identify with him on that point. If you
start to talk about topical things, your song becomes dated.”

From The Times, August 1
Philip Howard’s Literary Quiz included the question “Who
is Alpine Joe?” The answer is Bertie Wooster.

From The Financial Times, August 8
In an interview, Adam Thirlwell (whose 2008 book Miss
Herbert won a Somerset Maugham award) included
Wodehouse as one of a dozen or so literary influences, also
including James Joyce, Henry James, and Gertrude Stein.

From www.independent.ie, August 15
The Irish Independent Lifetime Reads collection of 20
books includes Jeeves in the Offing, a “hilarious book by
one of the greatest comic writers ever”.

From The Times, August 8
Philip Howard’s Literary Quiz included: “Wodehouse was
born here. Lewis Carroll was buried here. Malory thought it
was Astolat. Where?” The answer is Guildford.

From The Times, August 21 (from John Hodgson)
A leader on famous people who never earned a university
degree included Wodehouse among many others.
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Future Events for Your Diary

CONTENTS

June 5—November 6, 2009  Summer Lightning
Theatre by the Lake in Keswick, Cumbria, is putting
on a terrific production of Summer Lightning, adapted
by Giles Havergal. (See pp.12 and 25 for more info.)

September 21–October 16, 2009  
Plum Pie at Heywood Hill
Visit Heywood Hill, located at 10 Curzon Street,
London, for a special exhibition on Wodehouse. See
p.1 for a related story.

October 13, 2009  Society Meeting and AGM
We will meet at the Arts Club, 40 Dover Street, from 6
p.m. After the AGM has concluded, our speaker for
the evening will be Stephen Pound MP. Prior to the
meeting, Norman Murphy will conduct another
abbreviated Wodehouse Walk; see p.3 for details.

October 19 and 26, 2009  John Lithgow in Stories By
Heart at the National Theatre
John Lithgow will give two performances of his
acclaimed Stories By Heart, one of which is ‘Uncle Fred
Flits By’, for which he has received rave reviews. See
p.25 for details.

February 16, 2010  Society Meeting
We will meet from 6 p.m. at the Arts Club, 40 Dover
Street; speaker to be announced.

June 18, 2010  Gold Bats vs. The Dulwich Dusters
Provisional date for our annual match at Dulwich
College with an excellent tea provided.

June 27, 2010  Gold Bats vs. The Sherlock Holmes
Society
Again, the provisional date for our annual game
against the Sherlockians.

July 6, 2010  Society Meeting
We will meet from 6 p.m. at the Arts Club, 40 Dover
Street; speaker to be announced.

October  28, 2010  Dinner at Gray’s Inn
Preliminary notice of the Society’s biannual formal
dinner, which will again be held at Gray’s Inn,
London.

November 16, 2010  Society Meeting
We will meet from 6 p.m. at the Arts Club; speaker to
be announced.

As for Gussie Fink-Nottle, many an experienced undertaker would have been deceived by his
appearance and started embalming him on sight.

(From Right Ho, Jeeves, 1934)




